Swaged Lead Conical Bullets

Buffalo Bullets are swaged pure lead, with lubricant knurled into the bullet's surface. Packed in a foam lined carton or a hard plastic box.

Conical Revolver Bullets, swaged, pure lead, by Buffalo Bullet:

#Bullet-375-Navy-Rev .375” conical, pack of 50 only $14.99
#Bullet-451-Army-Rev .451” conical, pack of 50 only $15.99
#Bullet-457-Ruger-Rev .457” conical, pack of 50 only $16.99

Buffalo Ball-ets, swaged, pure lead, by Buffalo Bullet:

#Bullet-32-70-ML .32 caliber 70 gr., pack of 50 only $ 9.99
#Bullet-45-200-ML .45 caliber 200 gr., pack of 50 only $12.99
#Bullet-50-245-ML .50 caliber 245 gr., pack of 50 only $14.99
#Bullet-50-270-ML-HP .50 caliber 270 gr., pack of 50 only $14.99
#Bullet-54-310-ML .54 caliber 310 gr., pack of 50 only $14.99
#Bullet-54-338-ML-HP .54 caliber 338 gr., pack of 50 only $16.99
#Bullet-58-380-ML .58 caliber 380 gr., pack of 50 only $19.99
#Bullet-58-405-ML-HP .58 caliber 405 gr., pack of 50 only $19.99
• HP Hollow Point

Conical Rifle Bullets, swaged, pure lead, by Buffalo Bullet:

#Bullet-36-125-ML-HP .36 caliber 125 gr., pack of 50 only $13.99
#Bullet-45-285-ML-HP .45 caliber 285 gr., pack of 20 only $10.99
#Bullet-45-325-ML-HP .45 caliber 325 gr., pack of 20 only $10.99
#Bullet-50-350-ML-HP .50 caliber 350 gr., pack of 20 only $11.99
#Bullet-50-385-ML-HP .50 caliber 385 gr., pack of 20 only $11.99
#Bullet-50-410-ML-HP .50 caliber 410 gr., pack of 20 only $12.99
#Bullet-54-390-ML-HP .54 caliber 390 gr., pack of 20 only $12.99
#Bullet-54-425-ML-HP .54 caliber 425 gr., pack of 20 only $12.99
#Bullet-54-435-ML-RN-HP .54 cal. 435 gr., pack of 20 only $12.99
#Bullet-54-460-ML-RN-FB .54 cal. 460 gr., pack of 20 only $17.99
#Bullet-58-525-ML-HP .58 caliber 525 gr., pack of 16 only $14.99
• HP Hollow Point • RN Round Nose • FB Flat base

Hornady’s “Great Plains” Bullets:

Hornady’s hollow base Great Plains bullets are swaged pure lead, with lubricant knurled into the bullet's surface. Packed in a foam lined hard plastic box.

Hollow point or solid point, with long bearing surfaces to engage rifling, most accurate in rifle barrels with a fast twist, typically 1 in 48” twist, up to 1 in 20” twist.

#Ball-50-385 .50, 385 grain, hollow base, hollow pt. per 20. only $ 9.79
#Ball-54-425 .54, 425 grain, hollow base, hollow pt. per 15. only $ 9.99

The PA Conical bullet is ideal for use in a longer-barreled, slower twist firearm. It delivers greater accuracy and more knock down power. Pre-lubed with special knurled grooves to hold lubricant on the bullet, no patch is used.

#Ball-50-240-PA .50, 240 grain, pre-lubed, per 50. only $12.99

GoEx Black Dawge Center Fire Cartridges and Shot Shells:

Brass cartridges loaded with GOEx black powder, two groove lead bullets with SPG lube. Reloadable cases have correct head stamp. Shot shells are plastic. Shipped UPS ground, NO haz-mat label fee, to 48 States plus Alaska. Not for export.

#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-500 .45-70 Govt, 500 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $31.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-405 .45-70 Govt, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $34.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-350 .45-70 Govt, 350 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $31.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-405 .45-70 Govt, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $34.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-350 .45-70 Govt, 350 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $31.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-350 .45-70 Govt, 350 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $31.99
#Ammo-G-45-90-405 .45-90, 405 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $69.99
#Ammo-G-45-70-350 .45-70 Govt, 350 gr. RNFP, per 20 only $31.99

Buckshot, by Hornady

Every tiny lead ball is perfect, swaged from pure lead, made in the U.S.A. by Hornady. Packed in five pound boxes, this is the least costly way to buy these diameters. Use these perfect round balls in small bore rifles or pistols. Load as buckshot in your fouling gun. The .4 shot is our smallest, ideal for hunting turkey with our 20 gauge fusil. Five pounds per box:

#Shot-000 lead balls, .350” swaged $25.79
#Shot-0 lead balls, .330” swaged $25.79
#Shot-4 lead balls, .240” swaged $25.79

Only $25.79

Buckshot